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EVOLUTION OF GRAIN STRUCTURE IN NICKEL OXIDE SCALES

N.V. Atkinson

ABSiRACT

Grain structure, and grain growth in oxide scales forming on metals

during oxidation determine the extent of grain boundary diffusion. In

systems such as the oxidation of nickel to form NiO, where grain

boundary diffusion can control the rate of oxidation, understanding of

the factors governing the gra.-n structure is of importance. The aim of

this research was to extend understanding of the evolution of grain

structure in NiO scales growing on high purity, mechanically polished,

polycrystalline nickel.

Microstructures of scales grown at 700C, 800-C and 1000C for

times between I hour and 20 hou 'i I atm. 02 were examined by Parallel

and Transverse Cross-Section Trans- sion Electron Microscopy and

Scanning Electron Microscopy-. Text-.e coefficients were found by X-ray

Diffraction. Each grain in the transverse section grain boundary

notworks was systematically analysed for width parallel to the Ni/NiO

interface and length perpendicular, for boundary radius of curvature and

for number of sides. The variation of these parameters with depth in

the scale was examined. In particular, grains were increasingly

columnar (i.e. with ratio of grain length to width > 1) at higher

tamperatures and longer times; columnar grain boundaries tended to be

fairly static; the columnar grain width was less than the rate

controlling grain size predicted from the oxidation rate. T 'o mean

boundary curvature per grain pr%.-1ided a guide to the tendency for grain

growth, except in the region of the Ni/NiO interface, where the

bouddaries were thought to be pinned.
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i. ITx41om cION

The rate of oxidation of nickel, and of other transition metals of

importance in gas-cooled nuclear reactor technology including chromium

and iron, is controlled by outward diffusion of metal cations through

the oxide scale
l ) . For nickel, at temperatures in the region

500-1000C, the grain boundary diffusion of cations dominates over that
(2)

in the oxide lattice . The grain structure of the scale is thus an

iniportant factor at these temperatures. The aim of this research was to

extend understanding of the evolution of grain structure in nickel oxide

scales. These scales can be used as a model for more complex oxide

scales such chromium oxide.

Control of the rate of oxidation by grain boundary diffusion of

nickel cations through the oxide has been proved quantitatively for

nickel (3 ) by measuring experimental oxidation rate constants, kp, and

comparing them with k values predictad using the expression:
P

k - 6.4 [D * +Z(Db* 
)

p . L GR

where DL* is the tracer lattice diffusion coefficient for nickel cations

in f, Db* the tracer grain boundary diffusion coefficient, 8 the
grain Loundary width and G the "rate controlling grain size". D and

gbR (2
(Dgb) have been measured independently

(2 ) and values of the oxide grain

size f':und by parallel Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) (Figure 1)

of the scales at mid-thickness. The agreement between the experimental

and predicted rates is good. In ;igre 2 a schematic microstructure is

shown. GR is expected to be the .argest average grain width for any

plane parallel to the Ni/NiO interface. Parallel TEN only reveals the

grain size in one plane though and transverse TEM (Figure 1) is required

to examine the whole cross-section of the grain structure.

For other system such as the oxidation of chromium and iron,

although no quantitative proof of rate control by cation grain boundary

diffusion has been obtained, there are strong parallels with nickel

oxidation( -) . -

f.L~ _ A



Although the grain structure of oxide scales is an important factor

in controlling the oxidation rate for temperatures less than T /2 (where
T is the mlting point of the oxide) understanding of the
microstructural evolution has only recently begun to develop, aided by

transverse section r ''. The transverse TEN studies reported in the
literature have mainly been for NiO scales formed by oxidation of Ni at

10000C.

The four main objectives of the experiments reported here are given
below.

() Te obtain a (time, temperature) catrix of quantitative NiO

scale grain structure information from tra.,iverse TEM and SEN
observations, including temperatures lower than 1000°C.

(ii) To correlate this information with parallel TEM and surface

morphology Scannin Electron Microscopy (SEM) observations,

and with X-ray Diffraction (XRD) texture :zefffcient

measurements.

(iii) Dividing the scale into layers parallel to the Ni/NiO

interface and finding the average grain width, x , for each

layer (Fig. 3), to check how closely the maximum x agree%

with the rate controlling grain size, G., predicted from the

oxidation rate via equation (1).

(iv) To examine trends in x with time, temperature and distance
ccfrom the interface and whether cozrelations exist between x

and the mean columnar tendency (y /x .) (where Yc is the grain

length perpendicular to the Ni/NiO interface) (Fig. 3). For

columar grains (y- x) > 1.

(v) To find whether the mean curvature per grain, k (see Fig. 3)

correlates with tendency for grain growth as it is thought to
(7.8)do in bulk grain growth theory

-2i



The purpose of objective (iii) was to extend the work of Atkinson I
at &1.(3) where the grain sizes substituted into the analysis were those

from parallel TEN at aid-thLckness with little knowledge as to the

variation in grain size with depth in the scale. The transverse TEN

observations reported here allow more detailed assessment of the degree

of agreement between the predicted grain size and the observed grain

sizes in the scale. The maximum x c is expected to be the rate

controlling grain size, G .

Grains in scales tend to become columar, i.e. thei- leogth

perpendicular to the Ni/NiO interface is greater than their width. The

purpose of objective (iv) was to find under what conditions the columnar

tendency develops and whether xc tends to a constant value when (yc/Xc)

> 1, so that only ycincreases as scale growth continues. In this case,

the columnar grain boundaries do not move laterally. (Lateral movement

is shown schematically in Figure 2).

Objective (v) is connected with the discussion about "structural
(7,8)

gradient" in the literature on bulk grain growth theory . The

structural gradient is thought to represent the tendency of a structure

to undergo grain growth. Here only the ximple parameter of mean

curvature/grain (as defined in Fig.3) will be considered. This is )ne

step towards the more complex definitions of structural gradient ir the

literature. Small grains with large curvature kthe curvature k is

inversely related to R where R is the radius of curvature) will grow or

shrink fast. Large grains with more gently curved boundaries will grow

more slowly. The question for investigation is whether the mean

curvature/grain is a useful parameter for oxide scales or whether other

factors intervene.

2. ZXPERIMENTAL METHOD

2.1 Coupon Preparatiog. and Oxidation

"Puratronic" polycrystalline nickel coupons (supplied by

-3-
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Johnson Matthey Chemicals Ltd., with < 25 ppm metallic impurities*) were

polished and annealed then light polished to a i um diamond finish. The

1 cm
2 

coupons were oxidised in a specially built rig
(9 ) 

at 700
0
C, 800

0
C

and 1000C for times between j hour and 20 hours in research grade

(99.986 pure) dry oxygen at 1 atmosphere pressure. The coupons were

accurately weighed before and after oxidation to find the weight gain

during oxidation. Details of coupon preparation prior to oxidation, and

o- preparation of specimens for microstructural examination, are given

in reference 10. After oxidation, oxide surface morphology observations

were made with SEN.

2.2 Transverse and Parallel TEN Specimen Preparation

To prepare transverse TEN specimens a strip 2.8 mm wide was cut

from the oxidised coupon and coated with nickel by Sputter Ion Plating

(SIP). This holds the oxide in place during subsequent specimen

preparation and protects the outer surface of the oxide from excessive

milling dur!.ng ion beam thinning. Slices 0.6 mm wide were cut out of

the strips and ground and polished to % 50 pm thickness with a Gatan

hand grinder. The slices were further reduced in thickness by dimpling

ard spot welded at either end onto 3 mm diameter stainless steel washers

for ease of specimen handling. Each slice was ion beam thinned until

regions of the oxide were electron transparent.

Parallel TEN specimens were obtained by dissolving away the nickel

substrate from the remaining part of the oxidised coupon, after removal

of the strip for transverse TEN specimen preparttion, with a sat !ratpd

solution of iodine in absolute a~cohol. The stripped scals was then ion

beam thinned to electron transparency, from one side only, so as to

reveal either the outer or the inner part of the scals.

* A typical coupor was analysed by Inductively Coupled P]-ma

Emission Spectroscopy (ICPES) after surface preparation and prior
to oxidetion, and found to contain (ppm by weight): < 0.5 Ag,
* 2 Al, < 0.2 Be, < 2 Ca, < 0.5 Cr, < 2 Ou, 4 Fe, < eg,

* 0.1 Mn, < 3 Si, < 0.1 Y, < 1 Zr.

-4-
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2.3 TEl Specimen Examinatton and Tracing of Grain Boundary Networks

The parallel and transverse TEN specimens were examined at 300 kV

in a Philips EM430 Transmission Electron Microscope. For quantitative

grain size information, transverse TEN micrographs were obtained with

both tilts at 0* and grain structures traced. Structures were sometimes

difficult to discern and judgement had to be used to obtain networks,

e.g. joining "hangingS" grain corners where the boundary betwoen the

corners vas not in the correct orientation to give contrast. The

enhanced penetrating power of the 300 kV instrument is an advantage over

conventional 100 kV TEMs but brings further errors in deciding where to

place boandaries when grain boundary fringes (e.g. Figure 11) and grain

overlaps are visible. The NiO/SIP Ni interface was identified with a

windowless Energy Dispersive X-ray Analyser (which can detect oxygen

X-rays) In a VG HB501 Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM).

The presence of impurities in the scales was alsc checked for in the

STEN.

2.4 SEN of Fracture Sections

For scales thicker than % 10 Um (i.e. grown for times of 4 hours or

longer at lo00eC) it was difficult to obtain thinned sections showing

the structure across the whole scale. In addition, the grains were

sufficiently large for only a few to be visible in each electron

transparent area, with consequently poor statistics. Therefore, for

those thick scales, oxide stripped from the metal by metal dissolution

was fractured and examined edge-on in the SEN to obtain at least some

quSntitative information on grain sizes.

2.5 ?"easurement of Texture Coefficients

Texture coefficients were obtained by comparing heights of

low-index peaks in spectra, with random values for NiO ii JCPDS (Joint

Council Powder Diffraction Standard). Ideally the reference should be i

sample of large strain-free NiO crystallites examined in the Harwell

diffractometer, but such material was not available. In general, if tho

texture coefficient is greater than 1 for a particular set of planes it

indicates that there is a preponderance of NiO grains in the scale

-5- -nr



oriented such that those planes are parallel to the surface. 11owever,

the lack of an ideal reference standard means that the absolute values

of the texture coefficients s',ould not be considered. Interpretation

must be based on the relative magnitudes.

The texture coefficient for a given set of planes (h'k't') is

defined as:

T ,k,, - 2)
z7(1INj/ I hkit

0

where I hk and 10 hk are respectively the measured intensity, and the

intensity in the case of a standard randomly oriented specimen, for the

reflection (hki), and z reflections are considered.

2.6 Imaze Analysis for Quantitative Grain Structure Information

For the traced grain boundary networks, each traced grain was

analysed quantitatively in a Kontron IBAS Interactive Image Analysis

System for:-

i) Xc the mean grain width parallel to the Ni/NiO interface

ii) y the mean grain length perpendicular to the Ni/NiO interface

iii) h, the distance of the centre of gravity of the grain from the

Ni/NiO interface.

These parameters are shown in Fig. 3.

In addition, two further paramaters, k, the mean boundary curvature

and n, the number of sides, were analysed for by hand. k was found by

masuring each facet of a grain against a radius of curvature template

(assuming the boundaries to be circular) and then finding the average,

-6-mii



k - i, (3)
na ift

where Ri is the radius of the ith facet. Further details of this method
i (11)

of finding radius of curvature are given elsewhere . The errors are

large (mainly from tracing the network in the first place), but general

treads can be examined.

Each scale was divided into layers parallel to the Ni/NiO interface

and the means Xc, (yc/Xc), k and a found for the grains in each layer

(see Figure 3). A grain is defined as lying within a layer if its

centre of gravity lies within the layer.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Prediction of the Rate Controlling Grain Size, GR

The oxide thickness X is calculated from the weight gain during

oxidation w, assuming the oxide is uniform in thickness, pore free and

grows 4t the same rate on the edges as on the plane surfaces, using

X('=sm) - 3.5 w (in mg) (4)
(A +2t c) (in cm2)

where A is the area of a single side of the coupon and t its thicknessc c

prior to oxidation. In deriving the formula, it is assumed that the

coupon has one centimetre length sides.

The instantaneous parabolic oxidation rate is given by

kc - d~ (X2 ) _ 2 d &_( 5
p dt t d(loy )

where t is the time. Hence, k can be calculate! knowing X, t and thep
gradient in the plot of log X versus log t.

kp can then be substituted into equation (1) and knowing DL* and

(Dgb* 5) from expriumn ( 2 , GR can be found. The derivation of

-7-
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iq,;aloa (1) assumes a uniform square array of grains with dimension GR

parallel to the Ni/Ni0 interface.

The GR values are plotted atainst oxidation time in Figure 4. The

.errors shown are those expected from measurement of w and Ac, frcm the

assumptions in calculating X, and ffom finding the gradient

d(logX)/d(logt). The error due to assuming the scale is a uniform

square array of grains will be discussed later and is not shown. A, B

and C refer to slightly different coupon preparations prior to oxidation
(10)

and are discussed elsewhere Points markid with numbers are those

for specimens whose scales were later examined by transverse TEM or SEM

of fracture sections.

3.2 SEN Surface Morphology Observations

Representative micrographs are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7 for

800°C and 1000C scales. The 7000 C structures are similar to those for

800°C, but finer in scale. At both temperatures, the surfaces exbibit

cavities which tend to close up as time increases (compare Figure 3(b)

with Figure 7(b)).

At 1000C, after j hour, ridges of material are present on the

surface with some surface cavities (Figure 5(a)). The ridges are

extensively buckled. By 4 hours, the structure has become coarser

(Figure 6(a)) with ridges still present, but developing trenches, eg.

at A. There are few cavities present And fine surface detail is

beginnirq to appear, e.g. at B. Between 4 hours and 18 hours, the

ridges disappear (Figure 7(a)). The o.jundary trenches become facetted

(e.g. at C) and surface ieatures %ithin the grains enhanced (e.g. at D).

These surface features may be associated with the intersection of

dislocations with the surface.

3.3 Parallel TEM Observations

Typical micrographs are shown in Figure 8 and 9. At 700C and

8000C the trends are similar. Initially the oxide consists of a fairly

confused matrix w.th a few large grains viqible in diffraction contrast

(see Figures 8(b) and 8(c)). With increasing time, the parallel sections

"8-



begin to exhibit areas of veil developed grain stricture (see Figure 9),

but the boundaries are still curved to a certain extint, indicating that
a driving force for grain growth still exists.

At 10000C, the gr&4.n structure is fairly regular even after only

j hour (see Figure 8(a)). After S hours ;ne boundaries retain some

curvature.

3.4 Texture Coefficients

The tex-ure coefficient resuls are given in Table 1. At 10000C,

[220) domintes (except at 4 hours where {lll} is the major ccmponent).

At 8006C and 700*C, [200} is the preponderxt grain orientation.

3.5 Grain Bounearl Networks from Transverse TEM and SEN Observations

Typical transverse TEM micrographs are shown in Figures 10, iI and

12 and a typical SEM fractograph in Figure 13. Typical boundary

networks are shown in Figure 14. rhe grain structwtre is not cle&r in

Fig-re 10 (for oxide grown at 700C for 2 houts) but the figure is shown

to illustrate the marked bulging in the NiU/SIP Ni interface for 700C

specinens. For early times at 7000C (4 hour) and at 8000 C (J hour)

there weri regions of the nickel suostrate surface where no oxide could

be detected by STEM between the oxide islands (see networks in

Figure 14(a)). Facetted porosity is evident in transverse sections

througb the NiO (see Figure 11).

For longer times at 700°C and 8006C, the structure became more

clearly discernible. At 10000C the grains were well-developed from as

early as * hour. Scales grown at 7000C and 800C tez,ded to consist,

after about an hour, of several loyers of grains (.t.g. Figure 11). Only

a few layers were present in scales grown at !O00C (Figure 12).

3.6 STEM Analywis for Imurities

Several transverse T-" specimens were examined by STEM. -in, Fe and

Cr vre detected at grain boundaries, Fe and Cr in the matrix. The

levels were estimated as anything up to -v 10%. Givei the initial purtv

of the nickel coupons and the measures taken during specimen preparat:on

and oxidation to avoid conteminstion, Fi and Cr at these high leveis,

particularly in the matrix, almost certainly originate from

-9-



sputtering of the stainless steel washer during thinning. Fe and Cr

were alst, present as the only detectable impurities in the parallel TEM

specimens. Mn was not detected in the parallel TEN specimens ax., rh,

presence of Mn-based particles in the SIP Hi close to the oxide in

transverie TEN sections suggests the Mn diffuses into the scale during

the Sputter Ion Plating process. The plating nickel is commercial

purity and contains Mn. Estimates of the diffusion coefficient for Xn

in NiO grain boundaries at 400-500C (the range in which the plating is

carried out) suggest that penetration into the scale is feasible.

Hence, Mn can be discounted as a possible imparity influencing

boundary migration during oxidation. However, Fe and Cr cannot be ruled

out. It is not possible from the evidence to discern whether the Fe and

Cr present in the grain boundaries and the matrix are purely due to

sputtering from the washers, or whether there are small amounts in the

oxidr originating from the metal substrate (typically containing 4 ppm

Fe by weight and < 0.5 ppm Ci from the ICPES analysis cited earlier).

I ppm of an impurity in the substrate could give Zise to a few % at the

oxide grain boundaries if it segregated totally to these sites luring

the oxidation process.

3.7 Image Analysis

The scales were divided into layers outwards from the Ni/NiO

interface (1.0 Um wide for 1000C, 0.5 Um wide fur 800*C, 0.2 Um wido

for 700C) and the means X (y--c/Xc) and n 'ound for each layei (as

illustrated in Figure 3). The layer width is a compromise between the

requirement for a large number of grains to lie in a layer in order to

obtain reasonable statistics when finding means and the requirement to

be able to discern trends in grain size in the scale. It muse bo

cemented here that even with the layer widths chosen there are often

only a few grains in each layer, particularly at 1000C and towards the

outer part of the scale. The errors are therefore large. x yjX)

i and n were plotted against distance from the interface, (i.e.

mid-point of the layer relative to the interface), and time, for the

three temperacures. Dashed lines indicate the'general trends.

Significant results are listed with selected plots.

- 10 -



1. xc tends to rise sharply moving away from the interface then

level off (8006C) or increase fairly steadily (10000C) (see

Figure 15) There is sometimes a drop in x near the outer

surface of the oxide (e.g. Figure 15(c)). For most specimens,

transverse TiM information on the grain structures was

obtained from Lore than one area of the :oupon but no one area

gave consistently higher grain sizes than another. However,

two areas of oxide were examined for the (7000C, 4 hours)

specimen, with quLite different oxide thickneses and x c

results for each (see Figure IS(a)).

2. Xc results from SEN fracture sections may be misleadingly low

(for example see Fi ure 15(c) where the SEN results always lie

below those from TEM).

3. Apart from in the layers adjacent to the interface, for times
4 4 hours at 800C and 1000C, xc for a given layer is fairly

constant with time (0.4-0.6 us for 800C, 2.5-3.5 Um for

10004C).

4. At the interface, at 700*C, x is approximately constant

(% 0.1 Um) with time and at 800C and 1000C rises gently

(after an initial increase at lO00CC).over 20 hours (see

Figure 16).

S. The maximum x. for a particular time and temperature is

plotted onto Fig. 4 for comparison with the predicted rate

controlling grain size GR. The values lie consistently lower

than those for GR.

6. The columnar tendency, (yc /xc), increasms with increasing

distance from the interface, increasing time and increasing

temperature. At 7000C there is barely any columnar tendency

at all (Figure 17) (i.e. y/X1 % 1) xc for a given layer and

temperature is approximately-constant for columnar grains.

- 11 -



7. Mes curvature per grain, k, is high at the interface for

short t!ies avd low temperatures (Figure 18(a)). It falls

sharply to a fairly steady loy level with distance from the

interface. At longer times and higher temperatures the values

at the interface tend to be approximately the same as those

elsewhere in the scale (Figure 18(b)). Large grains have

small curvature. (Note: k is inversely related to the radius

of curvature.)

8. Grains close to the interface tend to have 3, 4 and 5 sides in

the cross-section. n is higher but fairly steady at greater

distances from the interface.

9. The data was too scattered to find a grain growth law for

grains in the scale whilst growth was occurring, prior to x

becoming approximately constant with time at a given distance

from the interface. Hence, an activation energy of grain

growth could not be obtained for comparison with theoretical
( 14)

predictions

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Oxide Islands

Considering the surface morphology and transverse TEM observations

together, at short times (J hour at 700*C and J hour at 8000C) thu oxide

is present in islands on the metal with areas between the islands where

oxide is not detectable (although a thin layer, < FO A thick may be

present). At longer times, the NiO/SIP Ni interface remains convoluted.

corresponding with the surface 'cavities' seen in the SEN, although

detectable oxide is present all over the metal. The NiO/Ni Interface is

cusped but there is no observable interfacial separation. Thin

contrasts with Cr2 03 formation on Cr where separation tends to occur in

conjunction vith the development of convoluted scales (  
. At longer

times with the NiO scales, the cavities may still be up to 1 um deep,

but shallow relative to the thickness of the oxide, particularly at

8000 C.

The central question here is why the oxide grows in islands in the

initial stages, oven at 70 0°C and 80 0 *C where oxidation rates are

-12 -
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relatively fast. Oxide Islands have been observed by other

iavestiSators but only at lower temperatures and oxygen partial

pressures It is possible that the island growth nbserved here

may be associated vith the start-up procedure. The specimen takes a

finite time (a few minutes) to reach the oxidation temperature. Islands

formed in the initial stages at relatively low temperatures may then

grow preferentislly if the energy required to deposit oxide on an

existing island (either on existing grains or in new grains) is less

than the energy required to deposit it on the bare metal (or very thin

inter-island oxide). This might occur if the oxide grains in the

islands are tending to have low energy 12001 facets at the sdrface, as

indicated by the texture measurements (see Table 1). 12001 planes are

expected to have relatively low surface energy

At longer times, the islands grow to impingement but to some extent

the initial surface profile appears to be retained. This suggests that

the grain structure in the first-formed islands is sucn that oxidation

tends to be enhanced there, i.e. there is a smaller rate controlling

grain size (or a smaller proportion of slow-diffusing boundaries - see

later discussion of the discrepancy between GR and max xe). At longer

times and higher temperatures, this effect tends to be reduced and the

-surface profile is less indented.

The islands may be nucleated on surface heterogeneities such an

dislocations or light polishing relief. It is not known what form they

take in 3-0. 3-D information would give some pointers as to whether the

nucleation is homogeneous or heterogeneous.

4.2 Surface Morphologv Observations

The separation between the ridges observed by SEM of the 1000*C

specimen surfaces corresponds roughly with the grain width. Thn ridges

may arise from:

(a) Exaggerated oxide formation at oxide rrain boudaries due to

Ni cation vacancy migration predominantly along grain

boundaries (seen as protuberances in transverse TEN by
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Tinker (4).

(b) Stress generation leading to plastic deformation, squeezing

the material up into ridges, or Cable creep (diffusional

redistribution of material along the grain boundaries in

response to stress).

Protuberances were not observed at the surface of the 10000C scales

in tran 'rse TEH in this study. However, in most cases the NiO/SIP Ni

interface was not retained for the lOOOC specimens. Where it vas, the

profile was difficult to discern as the material was relatively thick

for TIMl observations.

Dislocation activity Is evident in the transverse TEM micrographs

(e.g. Figure 12) providing evidence for stress generation, possibly due

to the Rhinos and Wolf nev-oxide-within-oxide mechanism (2 0 ) or due to

adhesion to a shrinking substrate. If the surface ridges are due to

plastic deformation or creep, their separation suggests that thc

deformation is concentrating in the grain boundary regions. Features

such as the flap of material at A in Figure 6(a) vould appear to support

ridges generated by stress more strongly than ridges generated by

preferential oxidation. The relatively folded and buckled appearance of

the ridges also supports this. Preferential oxidation ridges vould tend

to follov quite closely the smooth contours of grrin boundaries

intersecting the surface (as seen by parallel TEM for 1000 0 C - see

Figure 8(a)).

The SE surface morphology observations suuest that by 18 hours at

lO00eC, either:

(a) Stress generation has substantially decreased.

or (b) Stress relief is occurring by some other echanism than Coble

creep or grain boundary deformation.

or (c) Surface diffusion is dominating over cation grain boundary

diffusion.
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If stress generation occurs by either the Rhines and Wolf mechanism

or adherence to the shrinking metal substrate, there appears to be no

reason for a decrease with increasing time and if anything the stresses

are expected to increase.

Stress relief without Cable creLp might occur via Nabarro-Herr'ng

creep (diffusion in the bulk) or by dislocaition climb. Nabarro-Herring
(21)

creep is expected to be too sluggish at these temperatures though

Dislocation climb also requires vacancy diffusion in the bijlk, but not

over such large distances as Nabarro-Herring creep. It is a possibl.

stress relief mechanism in these circumstances but the formation of
'trenches' at the grain boundaries still cannot be explained. The

possibility of grain boundary sliding which could contribute to surface

relief must be mentioned. Kofstad has recently suggested that this
(22)

might occur for scales

If surface diffusion is dominating over grain boundary cation

diffusion, cations reaching the surface via grain boundaries are

dispersed across the surface before oxide protuberances can form by

reaction at the boundaries.

The confusing conclusion from tais is that the surface ridges

observed for earlier times at 1000C can better be accounted for by

plaotic deformation or Cable creep in response to stress generation but

the later time results (18 hours) suggest surface diffusion dominating

over cation grain bouwdary diffusion. Perhaps in fact both explanations

are correct in that both stress generation and ^xaggerated oxide

formation are contributing to the development of ridges at short times.

At longer times, the surface diffusion dominates and disperses material

not only from cation grain boundary diffusion but also from grain

boundary d.*ormatiou and Cable creep.

4.3 Porosity

Facetted porosity evident in transverse TEM micrographs (e.g.

Figure 11) may arise frou:

- 15 -
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(a) Oxidation processes.

or (b) Ion beam thinin.

In oxidation, whilst cations are migrating outwards through the

scale, cation vacancies are migrating inwards. Vacancie4 might also

arise from diffusional flow during creep. These could agglomerate to

form pores. In either case, the voids would be expected to be present

mainly at grain boundaries and at higher density near the Ni/NiO

interface than near the outer surface. Quantitative characterisation of

the pore distributions was not carried out but qualitatively the voids

did not appear to be concentrated at boundaries and near the interface,

but rather to occur in "clumps".

Alternatively, the voids could arise from preferentipl sputtering

during ion beam thinning. Ostyn and Carter have shown that preferential

sputtering of oxygen can occur to such an extent that facetted nickel

particles nucleate in NiO during ion thinning 23 . Nickel particles

were not observed in the NiO in this study although they could have

dropped out during specimen handling. In addition, ion thinning

sometimes gives rise to complex surface relief and the voids could arise

from this. Support for explanation (b) comes from the observation of

some facetted porosity, of similar appearance to the voids in the .-. ,

in the SIMi (Figure 10). There is counter-evidence though in Figure 13

where some relatively large size porosity (in comparison with that seen

in the transverse TEN micrographa) appears to be v!.sible on fracture

surfaces on the SEN fractosraph. This probably does arise from the

oxidation process.

All that can be concluded here, irithout further research, is that

the porosity observed in the transverse TEN micro~raphs probably .rfsr

from ion be"m thinning whilst the more macroscopi- pores s.en in Ihe ,E"

fractographa my originate in the oxidation process.

4.4 Parallel TEN Observations

In metals, primary recrystallisation is relatively easy to identi f

because large strain-free (feature-free) grains are seen growing tnti a

matrix with high dislocation density. Here, parallel TEN micrographi
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for 700C show a number of relatively large grains ( m much smaller

than those generally observed in metals) in a confused matrix without a

clear grain structure. The grain structure might not be apparent though

if the specimens (which are very fragile) have not been thinned
sufficiently and the grain size is extremely fine. Transverse TEX of
short time scales grown at 7000C sometimes revealed clear small grain

siz( structures but sometimes gave only a rather confusing image. Again

this ;.ould be due to insufficient thinning or could be a real effect,

The evidence for primary recrystallisation in this research is

equivocal. Sawhill and Hobbs have published one micrograph which
appears to provide good evidence for primary recrystallisation in a

furnace-cooled scale grown on mechanicall) polished Ni
(6 )

4.5 Imale Analysis and Texture Results

The image analysis results agree with the suggestion put forward by
Tinker (4 ) that as the oxide thickens, the rate of nucleation of new

grains at the oxide surface decreases (Fig. 19). This can probably best

be understood as a kinetic effect. Whilst the oxide is being laid down

relatively fast in the initial stages, there-is insufficient time for
new oxide units to orient so as to build on existing grains. Therefore,

the nucleation rate is high. Ultimately, when the oxide is being laid

down relatively slowly, no new grains are nucleated and the existing
grains grow by extension of their lattic, at the outer svirface with

fresh oxide. The grains are then columnar. As this condition is

approached, the grains become increasingly columnar although new 4rains

may occasionally be nucleated. Texture tends to develop either because

certain grain orientations have faces with relatively low energies or

because those faces grow faster. Thus columnar grains may increase in

width with distance from the Ni/NiO interface even if there is no

lateral columar boundary migration. At the same time, certain grain

orientations are occluded by the favoured gr ins.

Thus, at 800C and 10000C, xc increases initially with distance

from the Ni/NiO interface and then becomes steady or only slowly

increasing. The steady or slowly increasing width corresponds Witt
columnar grains and a predominance of one grain rientation over others

([2001 predominating at 1000C, 1200) at 800*C). At 8000C, the scales

are thinner than at fOO*C. Therefore, the rate of nucleation is larger
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and there are morn grain layers in the scales (several for 800*C

(Fig. 11), only a few for 1003C (Fig. 12)). The existence of

predominantly (2001 grain orientations at 800"C may hence be duo to

preferential nucleation, whilst at 1000C (2201 may be favoured because

these grains are tending to grow at the expense of other orientations.

The 700*C scales are only a few microns thick. The rate of

nucleation is therefore expected to be large and consequently there i:

little or no columnar tendency (Fig. 17). Competition between the

nucleation rate, stale thickening and b')undary migration essentially

determines the st dy columnar grain width of 0.4-0.6 Um at 800
0
C. A

quantitative model to predict this width would be useful as this is ti:

width which is expected to correspond to GR (but see later discussion of

the discrepancy between GR and max. xc)). Similarly, at 1000
0
C the

columr grain width is slowly increasing in the region of 2.5-3.5 pm

and prediction of this rate of increase from grain competition would be

valuable.

The significant differences in results for Areas A and D of the

7000C, 4 hours specimen may be associated with izland growth. For

instance, Area D might originally correspond with an inter-island area

at early time. However, this specimen gave anomalous surface Morphol-gy
results, possibly due to some unusual feature of the surface preparation

procedure such as uneven light polishing, and therefore results from

this specimen must be treated with circumspection.

The sharp fall in xc in the outermost layers of the scale for a fev

specimens is in some cases due to truncation of grains milled away

during ion thinning. However, where the original NiO outer surface is

preseved in the transverse TEM specimen it indicates that some newly

nucleated grains are present.

At 800C and 1000C, xc increases initially with time for a given

layer then tends to become steady (see Figs. 15(b) and 15(c)). This

suggests some grain boundary migration is occurring in the initial

stages. Once the grains are columnar though, the grain boundaries

essentially become static. This could arise from:

- 18 -
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(a) Low grain boundary curvature.

(b) Pinning by impurities (or pores).

(c) Low concentration of the defects responsible for grain

boundary migration in the outer part of the scale.

(d) Pinning at the Ni/NiO interface or the NiO/02 interface.

There is evidence for low grain boundary curvature in the outer

part of the scale (see Fig. 18). This is expected if the columnar

grains intersect the outer surface and their boundaries are

approximately perpendicular to the surface. However, the parallel TEM

cross-sections reveal some quite curved boundaries even after 8 hours at

1000C.

Pinning by impurities is difficult to deal with as the STEM

composition measurements at grain boundaries in parallel sections showed

Fe and Cr to be present. It is not clear whether these arise from

contamination from the stainless steel support washer during ion beam

thinning (see section 3.6). Examination of a parallel specimen

supported on, for instance, a copper ring would have helped to identify

whether tm-parities were present at the grain boundaries during

oxidation. Copper is less likely to be a contaminant of the substrate

nickel than Fe or Cr. The levels of impurities in tho substrate are low

(a fe' ppm or less). A few ppm in the substrate however, if segregated

wholly to the boundaries in the oxide, could give significant levels.

If impurities were prejent they would probably be concentrated in the

innier part of the oxide and pin boundaries there. However, apart from

at the interface itself at 700*C, boundary migration does appear to

oc.:ur in the inner part of the scales, at least in the first few hours.

The pores observed have been discussed in Section 4.3. A fairly

uniform distribution of pores would be required to inhibit boundary

migration and such a uniform distribution was not found.

The anion vacancy concentration is expected to be lownr in the

outer part of the scale where the partial pressure of oxygen is
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relatively high (e.g. see relationship derived by Dubois et 
1.(24)).

Atomistic mechanisms of boundary migration in NiO are discussed in

reference (14). If anion vacancy diffusion is responsible for boundary

migration (assuming impurities are not controlling boundary migration)

then a low anion vacancy concentration would give rise to lcw boundary

migration rates. Conversely, rates in the inner part of the oxide would

then be relatively high but in fact at the interface at 700C the grain

size is constant.

This latter result suggests there is pinning of grain boundaries by

grooving at the Ni/NiO interface or by impurities concentrated close to

the interface. The pinning decreases as the temperature increases but

is probably still present to at least some extent even at 10000 C. The

STEM measurements of impurity (Fe, Cr) concentrations did not indicate

higher values than elsewhere close to the interface, although the

impurity concentrations present during oxidation might be masked by the

contamination from the washer (discussed in Section 3.6). Pinning by

grooving would be associated with the cusps observed in the Ni/Nia

interface where NiO grain boundaries intersect the interface and there

is a tendency to equilibrate surface tension forces. The existence oi

these cusps tenvs to support this mechanism of pinning rather than

impurititss. This plnning effect differs from the specimen thickness

etfect, where grain growth ceases when metal grains span the whole

thickness of the sheet because the metal boundaries then nee, 'h!

surface at an angle less than a critical angle (deduced by !illins

and the thermal grooves lead to pinning. Here pinning occurs for gra:ns

smaller than the tnickness of the oxide but the nature of the oxidation

process is such that boundaries intersecting the interfaces do tend t

be perpendicular to it, allowing pinning when cusps are presebnt.

Pinning at the NiO/O2 interface is unlikely except at 1000 0 C for long

times, where the grain boundary trenches are equivalent to grooves.

Pinning at either interface by grooving might i..fluence grains in

layers not imediately adjacent to the interface through a 'knock-on'

effect, i.e. if boundaries in one layer are constrained from movin

bounaaries in the adjacent layer will be constra'.ned through *

consideratlons(8 ) and so on. However, this cannot be a str,,.

the region of the Ni/NiO interface at 700 0C (where pinning i.t triat

interface is most evident) as the grain size x increases rapil:v w-h
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distance from the interface there.

Hence, of the four possible explanations for lack of lateral

columnar boundary migration in the outer part of the oxide, low grain

boundary curvature and low anion vacancy concentration might both

contribute but pinning at irterfaces is unlikely. Pinning by impurities

cannot be ruled out. Further experiments would be required to

distinguish between the possible explanations.

The effect of the vacancy concentration gradient and if Ni/NiO

interface pinning could be examined by stripping the scale from the

metal and annealing in an oxygen pressure of 1 atm. If grain growth in

the inner part of the scale were then suppressed, low anion vacancy

concentration is at least partly responsible for tie lack of lateral

grain boundary migration. However, it is likely t.'at the relaning of

the pinning forces would dominate with rapid growth o,,rring. The

pinning forces must be relatively strong for the grain size at the

interface to be constant at 70
0 C and only slowly increasing at 800aC

despite high convex boundary curvature k (Fig. 18) and low n both of

which are expected to cause the grains in the region of the interface to

shrink rapidly (8 ) . At 8000C there is some suggestion from the grain

boundary networks that the small grains are shrinking into the interface

as expected and larger grains from the next layer are then coming into

contact with the interface.

As far as texture is concerned, {2001 planes are expected --)- iav.
(19)

relatively low surface energy As mentioned earlier, at 8CO x s

approximately steady with distance from the interface in the outer part

of the scale. This suggests that the {200) texture is associate,.i ::

preferential nucleation of new grains in the (2001 orientation rit.l':-

than with favoured growth causing occlusion of less favoured

orientations and a gentle increase in ; with dis'ance frnm the

interface in the outer part of the scale. The latter explanation

probably applies to the 1000 0C scales where relatively fnwer new gr:i

are being nucleated but gro rth of [220} orientations is favoured.
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The possibility that grain sizes from the SEM fractographs are

systematically lower than the actual grain sizes, does not substantially

affect the arguments above. However, it must be taken into account in

consideration of the discrepancy between GR and max. xC'

Secondary recrystallisation may be occurring. Grains are observed

with much greater n and x than surrounding grains (e.g. see -ig. 14) at

7000C and 800*C. In classic grain growth theory for metals, this would

lead to the large g-ain growing at the expense of the smaller grains.

However, the image &nalysis results, at least at 700 0C, do not appear to

support this; the small grains in the region of the interface are

retained. The reason for this behaviour is not clear although it may be

connected with the pinning at the NijNiO interface previously discussed.

At 8000 C, the small grains at the interface, do appear to be shrinking

at the expense of larger grains further out. If this is occurring, it

contrasts with conventional secondary recrystallisation for metals,

which usually arises either from boundary pinning by a distribution of

particles or from boundary energy anisotropy. Here bolndary energ-'

anisotropy may play a part but the large grains are essentially arising

from the nature of the oxidation process itself, with the derrease in

nucleation rate as the oxide thickens.

There appears to be no evidence for tertiary recrystal-
lisation (e 'g '2 5)  This is the exaggerated growth of a few non-randomly

oriented grains at the expense of a matrix of finer grains (as in

secondary recrystallisation) but driven by surftce energy anisotropy,

i.e. the surfaces of the exaggerated grains are oriented on low energy

planes so that their growth leads to surface energy minimisation.

This phenomenon might occur in oxide scales but grains with widths

several times greater than the thickness of the oxide were not

observed.

4.6 Discrepancy between GR and max. x

The predicted rate controlling grain size G is always larger than

the maximum observed x (max. x c) in i scale thir.kness spa F,;-

How is this discrepqncy to be accounted for?
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Firstly, it is useful to coment on the observed trends in GR and

mAx. xC* GR values increase fairly steadily for 1000C, but after an

initial rise at 7000C and 800C level off. This behaviour accords with

the grain structures discussed, i.e. at 1000 C; once columnaz grains are

established, certain orientarinne- grow at the expense of others and G

tends to increase with tir as the oxide thickens. At 8000 C, once

columnar grains develop, GR tends to be fairly steady The temperature

is sufficiently lov for competitive growth of columnar grains to occur

relatively slowly. At 7000C. grain growth is slow anyway, even though

the grains are not columnar.

Max. xc follows similar trends to GR except that at i000C it

levels off for 8 hours and 18 hours. However, these are points obtained

from SEM fractographs and it is possible that max. x should continue toc
increase. The levelling off could be a physical effect though.

There are three possible origins for the discrepancy between GR and

Max. x
c

1. A geometric factor.

2. Errors.

3. A physical effect.

In equation (1) for k :p

k a 6.4 * +2(D b6)*

p L GR

the 2 is a geometric factor which arises from consideration of tif. g i

structure in the scale as a uniform square array of grains on" .a:'-

thick. This is an approximation and & change in the geomperi, fvrt'

say, 1, would 1ring some, but not all. of the I, and max. ×X S

Fig. 4 more cloneli into Loincidence. However, it is difficci-

justify such a larg;e change in the goemqtric factor. The array .n 1h1
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outer part of the scale, where ;, tends to be largest, is expected to be

tending to a hexagonal one (and there is evidence for this in parallel

TEM). The geometric !actor for a hexagonal array is - 2. The geometric

factor is therefore unlikely to be able to account for the discrepancy.

The errors are large at l00OC. The error bars show in Fig. 4

indicate estimates. At 7000C and 8000C, the errors are smaller and

examination of the grain boundary networks for different areas suggests

the max. xC va, ies are a fairly good guide, despite the poor statistics.

Even if the errors are strongly underestimated, it is difficult to

reconcile, for instance, GR % 1.4 pm for 4 hours at 800°C but max. ,c

u 0.4 Vz. It might be argued that the areas imaged by transverse TE.1

are highly unrepresentative, but when 4 areas have been examined as at

21 hours for 800 C and the max. Xc is similar for each, this argument

appears weak.

It is pertinent to coment here that strictly, since an average kp
for the whole coupon is being used to deduce GR, considering

equation (1), (1/GR ) should be compared with max. (1/xc). However,

examination of the data showed that there was little difference between

(1/max. c ) and max. (1/xC).

The evidence therefore points to some physical effect, probably

associated with the presence either of low angle grain boundarier

(lagbs) or low E boundaries. Low Z boundaries are boundarios wher,- tie

geometric relationship between the two adjacent lattices is :'*h '1it,

if one were allowed to penetrate into the other, there woul' h" i

reletively high proportion of coincident lattice points. Z is rhe

inverse of the degree of coincidence. Thus, if 1 in 5 latti-e points

were coincident the boundary would be termed Z5.

Lagbs tend to be traced into the grain boundary networks a% th,;

are difficult to distinguish from high argle boundaries "ithoiit ,t:i

characterisation. However, lagbs are expected to have rkl.itiv-ly 1!,,

grain boundary diffusion coefficients. Hence max. Xc wo-,,l h. low.-

than G . Low angle boundaries may tend to occur if textire is present

Alternatively, a proportion of the high angle jounda:ies might I) 1 ,

boundaries. This is expected, even if the boundaries in the oxide '..ik,,

random misorientations with no preponderance of low Z'n arisirZ frg - ti'-

nature of oxide growth. There is some suggEstion that 1"). Z',,indar

may also be slow diffusers (e .g.2A) However, this remains to be oro)ved
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and is controversial. A considerable amount of effort would be required

to check the character of grain boundaries in scales against diffusion

properties and herce examine this point.

4.7 Activation Enarly for Grain Growth

The final question for consideration with the image analysis

results contres around the activation energy for grain growth. An

activation energy cannot be deduced from the results reported here,

primarily because of uncertainty over which grain growth law applies

whilst boundary migration is occurring. The grain size statistics would

have to be improved considerably before any growth law could be chosen

in preference to others. This raises difficulties with interpretation

of the results of calculations of activation energies for defect
(14)

migration across boundaries during boundary migration . Only one

value of an activation energy for grain growth in bulk NiO is reported

in the literature (27). This points to the need for further careful

studies of bulk, dense NiO to ascertain, if possible, whether oxygen

vacancy diffusion across the boundary does control the boundary

migzation process and whether impurity effects can be avoided. For

scales, the statistics of the grain size data would hte to be

considerably improved to determine which growth law applies whilst

boundaries are moving, and hence the process controlling boundary

migration.

5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND JUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

1. A (time, temperature) matrix of quantitative NiO scale grain

structure information has been obtaired for oxidation times b6tween

j hour and 20 hours, temperatures of 700°C, 8000 C and 1000C and at

1 atm. 02. Such a matrix had not previously been available. T7he q';9AT

polycrystalline nickel substrates were given a light polish prior to

oxidation and the oxidations were carried out under relatively high

purity conditions. The grain structure information was obtained by

transverse TEN, parallel TEM and SEN fractography and texture mrnfiur.-

ments were made with X-ray Diffraction. The grain'bouniary networks -r-

characterised quantitatively by automatic image analysis tn obtain for

each grain its Loan width x parallel to the Ni/NiO interface, its mean
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length Y perpend.cular to the interface and the distance of the centre

of gravity from the Interface. In addition, the mean boundary radius of

curvature k was found by measuring boundaries against a radius of

curvature template and the number of sides n counted. Systematic Image

Analysis of this kind had not previously b,,en employed on N.O scale

grain structures.

The scales were divided into layers parallel to the Ni/NiO
interface and the means of the parameters found for each layer (xc, tle

columnar tendency (yc/xc), k, n).

2. The rate controlling grain size GR was predicted from theory using

measured instantaneous parabolic oxidation rates and compared with the

maximum value of xc (max. Xc). GR was always greater than max. xc.

This discrepancy is attributed to a physical effect, possibly the fact

that slow-diffusing low angle grain boundaries have been included in the

traced boundary networks. A proportion of slow diffusing high angle

boundaries (low E boundaries possibly) would also account for the

results but this hypothesis would be difficult to prove.

3. For a given distance from the Ni/NiO Interface, the average width

of columnar grains is fairly constant after the first few hours, i.e.

there is little lateral migration of columnar grain boundaries. This is

attributed to low boundary curvature and/or 13w oxygen vacancy

concentration in the outer parts of the scales, although impurity

pinning cannot be entirely ruled out. Further experiments would be

required to distinguish between these explanations.

4. Grain growth laws could not be deduced from the data for the first

few hours, whilst boundary migration was occurring. Co-nsiderably more

data would be required to reduce the uncertainties in examining this

point.

S. Grains show increasing columnar tendency (yc--Xc > 1) with

increasing time and teqmerature. At 7000C, there is virtually no

columnar tendency. These results agree qualitativtly with the
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suggestion that as the oxide scale thickens, the rate of nucleation of

new grains at the outer surface decreases. If new grains are not formed

on the surface, oxide grows on existing grains extending them lengthways

so that y/x, > 1. The columnar grain width is feirly constant with

increasing distance from the interface at 8000C but increases slowly at

1O000C. The latter result is probably due to competition for oxide

deposition between grains of different orientations, with the f2201

grain orientations favoured. At 8000C, whbre the oxide is still thin

enough for new -xide grain nucleation at the surface to be significant,
the [2001 grain orientation probably predominates because of favoured

nucleation rather than favoured growth.

6. Adjacent to the Ni/NiO interface, x increases fairly rapidly with

C

distance fiom the interface. This suggests either significant grain

boundary migration near the Ni/Ni0 interface where tne grains tend to be

fairly equiaxed, or larger grains because of fewer nuclei. At the

interface itself, particularly at 700*C, some grain boundary pinning by

grooving is probably occurring. The mean curvature per grain is high

and n low but the grain size almost constant. It is not possible to

identify on the basis of this research what determines the size of

gra:.ns in the region of the interface but primary recrystallisation may

play a role. At 8000C, there is interaction with grain la'ers beyond

the layer at the interface as grains at the interface appear to be

sbrinking whilst larger grains in the next layer grow to impinge on the

interface.

7. The mean curvature per grain, k, was found as a first step towards

the "structural gradient" discussed in the literaturn, k is high at the

interface and decreases towards the outer part of thA ical%. It

decreases with increasing time and temperature. The mean curvrcurp "Ar

grain in the 2-D transverse section is a guide to the tendeaicy for Rrti,:

growth in the outer part of the scales (where it is low, littlo hnird-tr'

wigration is occurring) but at the Nil/NiO interface, particnIlariy at

700*C, other factors intervene.

8. It Is unlikely that tertiary recrystalllsation is occurring A

process akin to secondary recrystall'sation may take place when 1,.rger
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grains in the outer part of the scale grow at the expense of smaller

ones in the inner part. Primury recrystallisation may occur and this

possibility merits further investigation in conjunction with developing

understanding of stress generation and relief.

9. The outer surface of the NiO was highly convoluted, particularly ar

short times and low temperatures. At (J hour, 7000C) and (J hour,

8000C) there were regions on the Ni surface where no oxide could be

detected (i.e. any oxide was < 50 A thick). At later tires, these

regions were filled in with oxide but the NiO surface was still

irregular. It is notable that this island growth of NiO, which is

expected at temperatures near room temperature and low P0 2, persists at

such high temperatures as 7000C and 800°C and at an oxygen pressure of

1 atm.. The characteristics of the island growth under the conditions

of this study require further investigation in order to understand the

starting conditions for microstructural evolution.

10. In addition, surface ridges are observed by SEM on I0O
0
°C scales.

i ese could be due to strem generation, leading to plastic deforn- or

loble creep, or exaggerated oxide growth at the intersection of grair.

undaries with the surface, where the nickel cation flx is relativly

.sigh. Further research is required to clarify which. At longer times

at 1000C, the surface ridges are replaced by trenches, suggesting that

surface diffusion is predominating over the mechanism which is givng

rise to the ridges and dispersing material over the surface.
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Table 1

)(D Texture Coefficients for NiO Scales

(111) (200) (220) (311)

10006C

j hour 0.90 0.79 1.22 1.08 (220)>(311)>(111)>(0o)

1 hour 0.86 1.00 i.09 1.06 (220)>(3l1)>(200)>(ii1)

4 hours 0.76 0.65 1.28 1.32 311)>(220)>(Ill)>(200)

8006C

j hour 0.63 1.50 0.84 1.03 ('10)>(311)>(220)>(111)

1 hour 0.68 1.62 0.80 0.91 i200)>(311)>(200)>(111)

2 hours 0.77 1.17 1.04 1.02 (200)>(220)>(311)>(111)

4 hours 0.53 1.37 0.99 1.11 (00)>(3!')>(220)>(111)

7000C

* hour 0.93 1.06 1.02 0.99 (2C -(220)>(311)>(I11)

2 hours 1.32 1.78 1.01 0.90 (200->(111)>(220)>(311)

4 hours 0.74 1.37 0.87 1.03 (200,-311)>(220)>(111)

16 hours 0.74 1.29 1.00 0.97 (200)>(220)>(311)>(!II)
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Fig.1 Diagram Illustrating Parallel and Transverse TEM
Sections.
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Fig. 2 Schematic Diagram Illustrating the Rate Controlling

Grain Size. GR o in a Typical NiO Scale Grain Structure.

GR is the 'Average Grain Width for the Outer Part of the

Scale. It is the Maximum Average Width Parallel to the

NiI NiO Interface for any Plane through the Scale,
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Fig. 3 Schematic Diagram Illustrating the Image

Analysis Parameters.

xc - mean chord parallel to Nil NiO interface forthe grain.

Yc - mean chord perpendicular to Ni/NiO interface
for the grain.

h - distance of centre of gravity of the grain
from the Ni I NiO interface.

k - mean boundary radius of curvature.
n - number of sides.

The scale is divided into layers and 7c, (I c) R and
R refer to average parameters for a given layer.

lk
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Fig. 4 . Plots of Predicted Rate Controlling Grain Size
G R  Versus Time t. Lower Graph Oxidations at 800 0 C and
10000C, Upper Graph Oxidations at 700 0 C.GR Calculated
from Weight Gain Data. a Values of Max. Rc



Fig. 5 (a)
Spa cimen 46

Fig. 5(b)
Specimen 65
8006C
112 hour

Fig. 5 SEM Micrographs at QO Tilt of Oxide

Surface Morphologies after 1,2 hour Oxidation
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.4' Specimen 59
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IOWiM

Fig. 6 SEM Micrographs at 00 Tilt of Oxide
Surface Morphologies after 4 hours Oxidation



Fig. 7 (d)
Specimen 48
10006C
18 hours

Fig. 7 b)

8000c
16 hours

Fig 7 SEM Micrographs at 00 TilIt of Oxide
Surface Morphologies after 16 hours Oxidation

at 8000C and after 18 hours at 10000 C



Fig. a (a) Scale Grown at
1000*C for 1/? hour

4 (Specimen 6)

pm

.~.V Fig. 8 (b) Scale Grown at
700*C for 1/hour
(Specimen 5)

1 pm

Ip



Fig. 9. Parallel TEM of Stripped Nickel O xide
Scale Grown at 8000 C for 4 hours ( Specimen 59)
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FiglO0. Transverse TEM Micrograph of Scale
Grown on Ni at 700C for 2 hours (Specimen 72)

Showing Convolution of the Outer Surface of the Oxide



I Grain boundary fringes

FacettedI rPorosity in NO1m

Fig. 11. Transverse TEM Micrograph of Scale Grown on
Ni at 8000C for 21 hours (Specimen 58)
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Fig.12. Transverse TEM Micrograph of Scale Grown
on Ni at 10000C for 4 Hours (Specimen 62)
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Fig.11 SEM Micrograph of Transverse Fracture Section
through Scale Formed on Nickel at 10000C for

18 Hours in 1 atm. 02 (Coupon 48)
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Fig. 15 Plots of X' Versus Distance from
the Ni I NiO Interface. Points Marked with
S from SEM rather than TEM.
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Fig. 16 Plot of Vc Versus Time for Layer
Adjacent to the NiINiO Interface.
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Fig. 17 Plot of I Yc / xc ) Versus Distance from the

Ni/Ni0 Interface for Scale Grown at 7000C for
15 hours.
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